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After a very short break between the end of the 2022 season and the annual awards ceremony earlier in January, it 
was great to be back in the Service Area at Brands Hatch for the MGJ Stages and the start of the 2023 season. From 
an ACSMC point of view, there were a total of seven competitors in attendance. What is more, the beautiful winter 
sunshine after a cold start and the buzz of activity at the event made it even more of a pleasure.  

Following SS2, Richard Weaver summed up the conditions, saying “we have been running wets but are going to 
change for the next stage”. They were choosing which ones to put on each wheel as they had found more grip than 
expected and the stage was drying quickly. After SS5, with a little damage to the offside front wing, Richard was still 
smiling and going well. He described the incident as the “curse of single venues!” As the sun went down very quickly, 
parts of the stage became very demanding, including Clearways which saw Richard almost fully sideways. “That was 
challenging, I thought I was going to spin!” He held on though, finishing the event in his Mitsubishi Lancer Evo Vi in 
sixth place overall and a fantastic first in class.  

 

 



 

 

Joining the ACSMC Championship in 2023 are Charlie Jackson and Chris Hambly. For Brands Hatch, they had 
‘borrowed’ a Subaru Impreza STi N10 and after SS1 Chris told me that they were “glad the car is set up for gravel as 
we will feel more grip soon. This is our very first time in the car and Charlie has only driven it on and off the trailer!” 
Sure enough, after SS2, they were going well and getting a feel for it. Charlie added “I have not driven a left hand 
drive car for many years, since I was in Ka Enduro”. This was also taking a bit of getting used to, but after SS3 they 
were building confidence and changing to slicks. Unfortunately, on the last stage before lunch, an oil pipe leaked and 
then set fire to the wiring loom. “I saw some smoke, then flames through the bonnet!” Nonetheless, they were still 
looking forward to the rest of the season and Charlie summed up the day with “That’s rallying”.  

 

Wayne Hole and Chris Wilson had brought the immaculately turned out Ford Escort Mk I Mexico over from the Isle 
of Wight for the weekend. Wayne described the stages as “not as slippery as I thought and we were catching the car 
in front. We are hoping for a Top 40 finish”. They enjoyed the next couple of stages and despite picking up a little 
damage to the nearside rear quarter were still going well after SS5.  



 

Wayne was a little concerned after the next stage though, as an oil leak had manifested itself. After Dean Long had 
climbed underneath and ascertained that it was very little oil, the decision was “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!” That 
obviously worked out well, as they were “still finding plenty of grip” in the next stage but “the sun was in my eyes”. 
So, it was time to decide whether or not to put the auxiliary lights on the car. They certainly smashed the plan as far 
as their finishing position was concerned, ending the day in sixteenth overall, third in class.  

 

 

Returning to Brands Hatch with “unfinished business”, were Dave Hockaday and Steve Frost in their Volkswagen Golf 
GTi. In an ominous start to the event, they had broken the handbrake even before scrutineering. “I am expecting it 
to be slippery, so going with wets for the first couple of stages and will watch for a dry line” commented Dave before 
the start. Sure enough, after SS2, they were making tyre changes, as they were finding the back end a bit loose and 
had clipped a cone. So, slicks were going on to the front and stickier tyres on the rear. After the next stage, Dave 
thought that “the change of tyres worked well, but it is still surprisingly slippery in places”. Just before lunch he 
added “there were lots of cars at the side of the stage and one reversing towards us at one point! Fingers crossed for 
the rest of the day!” 



Continuing to run well for the next two stages, they decided to stick with the set up as “I think it will see us through 
to the end”. Sure enough, ahead of the last stage, despite the conditions becoming colder and damper, there was 
“no way I am changing tyres, just going to go for it!” It clearly worked as they flying and finished 42nd overall and 15th 
in class, putting their Brands Hatch demons well and truly to bed. 

 

It was great to see our Championship Sponsor, Alistair Flack of Hamilton Motorsport, out in his Triumph TR7 V8 with 
Fiona Scarrett. “I took the first stage carefully, ‘pussyfooted’ around. It was a lot quicker the second timeand there 
was plenty of grip. It is really warm now and our only problem is a slight blow on the exhaust at the manifold. It is 
not affecting power though” 

 

After SS4, Alistair was happy to note that “nothing has fallen off yet!” which was pretty good considering that 
sixteen competitors had retired by then. He was a little frustrated after the next stage, having been held up by the 
Mini that was stuck in the hairpin. However, later in the day, with the exhaust problem not having worsened, all was 
well and they were “looking forward to the last stage”. They finished a strong 31st overall and 6th in class. 

 

Also new to the Championship this year are Nigel and Catherine Brain in their Mazda MX-5. Nigel told me that the 
car was “only just ready in time. We had several issues, including the differential which blew up and then the  



replacement leaked.” However, they were looking forward to the season and hoping to contest a good number of 
the rounds. They climbed the leader board during the day and were happy throughout, just changing tyres and 
considering whether to put the auxiliary lights on for the last stage with no other dramas except in the penultimate 
run of the day. Nigel grinned “we had a bit of a spin in the first corner. We just want to get round now, so are 
changing tyres” which clearly worked as they scored a strong 35th overall and 7th in class. 

 

The last of the ACSMC Competitors, by number only, were Stephen and Melissa Hall in their Ford Fiesta Mk I. With a 
brand new engine in the car, they are hoping to compete in a few rounds this year. The engine bedded in well and 
they were still smiling after the first two stages. By the first stage after lunch, the smiles had grown, “we are flying! 
The car is handling fantastically and giving some great times. Melissa is pushing me on and the new engine is working 
really well”.  

In a day which seemed to see quite a few struggling, six of the seven ACSMC competitors finished the event. Ben 
Smith in his Mitsubishi Lancer Evo VII laughed when I said that I had seen him try to follow Wayne Hole through the 
hairpin, the tail of his Escort flicking in such a characteristic way. Ben tried to copy him and got it very wrong! He 
ended the day telling me “I am exhausted! This is a big car to throw around and we have had to make a few 
adjustments”. 

 

At lunchtime, Liz Jordan, co-driver for Tim Mewett in their Ford Escort Mk II, summed up the attrition on the event 
with “this is a day that will be decided by tyres and luck”. Their luck was strong, finishing 14th overall and 1st in class! 
It was not without some drama too, including having to ‘borrow’ some spark plugs!  

My congratulations to all of the Competitors that took part at the MGJ Brands Hatch Stages. Impressively, six out of 
seven ACSMC competitors completed the event, despite there being 29 others that did not.  

I hope to see lots of you at Bovington on the 4th & 5th March. 
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